
grid contrasting threadspring core seat height metal colour

Cover: V41/29 navy

[nobility]
Aesthetics in its purest form.

This sofa lives up to its name. A nice curved seam 

contour supports the armpart shape elegantly and di-

screet. The seams can develop into a real eye-catcher as a 

result of the contrasting coloured thread. Filigree metal 

legs in different shades allow you to choose from two 

seat heights - according to your personal wishes.

www.schillig.com
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Sofas

Elements with armpart right Elements with armpart left

End elements right End elements left

Ottomans Accessories

N70

sofa

180/86/74/42

N80

large sofa

200/86/74/42

N90

large sofa

220/86/74/42

P70

large sofa 3 seats

250/86/74/42

N70R

sofa with armpart

160/86/74/42

N80R

large sofa with armpart

180/86/74/42

N90R

large sofa with armpart

200/86/74/42

N70L

sofa with armpart

160/86/74/42

N80L

large sofa with armpart

180/86/74/42

N90L

large sofa with armpart

200/86/74/42

K80R

one arm chaise

100/151/74/42

EG80R

corner sofa with ottoman

85/215/74/42

K80L

one arm chaise

100/151/74/42

EG80L

corner sofa with ottoman

85/215/74/42

G70

ottoman

70/62/42/42

G140

extra large ottoman

140/62/42/42

Z

base leg

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its upholstering.  
Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Order information
Back sides of sofas: 
All pieces are genuinely upholstered at the back.
Positioning diagram: 
Please send us a positioning diagram, depending on the 
amount of different variations available. We have marked 
the connecting sides in red for end elements in the type 
guide.
Base leg Z: 
If elements and sofas with or without an armpart are to be 
attached directly to elements or sofas with or without an 
armpart, a base leg Z is required. The base leg must be 
ordered separately. See price list.
Connecting sides: 
For a surcharge, the connecting sides can be supplied in the 
original cover instead of stretch fabric.
Seam appearance: 
Decorative, felled or double seams may appear different in 
fabric and leather versions. For manufacturing reasons, 
seams may be left out of the fabric version or replaced with 
simple seams.
Contrasting thread: 
In some leather and fabric colours, this model can be 
supplied with a contrasting coloured thread, at no 
surcharge. The colours as given can be found on the main 
sheet of each leather quality in the fabric/leather wagon. 
Please always specify the contrasting thread number or 
tonal colours will be supplied.
All of the dimensions given are approximate dimensions 
in cm. We reserve the right to make changes. Dimensions 
are given as follows: width/depth/height/seat height.
The measures refer to the leg height ca. 17 cm.

Measurements of the corner combinations: 
With this model the seat of the corner sofas with ottoman 
rises approx. 2 to 3 cm into the connecting side. Therefore 
other total measures occur by pure addition of the article 
measurements. Please note.
Seat depth: approx. 58 cm
Seat depth one arm chaise: ca. 122 cm
Crease formation: 
Fabric and leather stretch to a lesser or larger extent under 
the influence of body weight, which can lead to the 
formation of creases in the cover. This visual change does 
not affect use, function and life span and it is not a defect.

• Structure and cover

• Leg height

• Metal colour for legs

• Ottomans

• Positioning diagram

• Contrasting thread

• Accessories

Contrasting 
thread
In some 

leather colours 

this model can 

be supplied 

with 

contrasting-

colour thread at the front and the back of 

the armpart, at no surcharge.

Metal colours 
for legs
Some legs can 

be ordered in 

high-gloss 

chrome-, 

silver, 

bronze- or 

black-coloured. Please indicate when 

ordering.

Curved seam 
course
This model is 

equipped with 

a nice, curved 

seam course in 

the armpart.
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Upholstered furniture frame structure
1. Frame – Beech wood structure

2. Seat suspension with permanently elastic wave springs

3. Seat upholstery structure – spring core with diolen cover 

incorporated into ergo-PUR-foam

4. Back suspension due to upholstery strap

5. Back upholstery structure of ergo-PUR-foam with diolen cover

The design of the cross section shown here does not correspond to 
the model on this page of the catalogue.

Legs

ca. 17 cm/ 
seat height 
ca. 
42 cm

ca. 19 cm/ 
seat height 
ca. 44 cm

metal leg, diff. 
metal col.

F S1

metal leg, diff. 
metal col.

F V8

Leg and seat heights: 
Due to different leg heights, the model is available in different seat and 
total heights. The leg design has to be indicated.
Metal colours:  
All legs are available in different metal colours. Please indicate when orde-
ring.
Powder-coated: 
The colours M21 silver, M56 bronze and M99 black are powder-coated.
Legs and floor protection: 
In case of very slender furniture legs with deliberately filigree shapes and 
with small surfaces, it comes to a raised pressure on the floor. We 
recommend felt pads or another suitable mat as protection for scratches 
and pressure points in connection with sensitive and/or soft floors. Even if 
you barely move the furniture, it can be helpful to have a carpeted floor.

Available metal colours

high-gloss chr.

M20

silver

M21

bronze

M56

black

M99
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Upholstered furniture made with passion.
Your model is the product of German design and engineering. The family-owned company W.SCHILLIG has more 

than 70 years’ experience of technical skill, trend-setting ideas, attractive design and know-how from Germany. 

The result is upholstered furniture that guarantees first class comfort and attention to detail. We keep sustaina-

bility and protection of resources in mind when choosing the materials we use.

www.schillig.com
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The RAL quality mark for furniture stands for the 
certain knowledge that this is a non-hazardous 
piece of furniture of reliably high quality and with 
an attractive design. The Deutsche Gütegemein-
schaft Möbel makes sure of this with numerous 
tests. Inspections also safeguard the testing 
system.
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The highest European accolade for 
systematic, in-house, environmental 
management. Improvement of 
environmental protection services.
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Cover: V52/21 light grey

265x215

N 80L laf - EG 80R raf

corner combination

Cover: Z59/95 graphite

280x151

N 80L laf - K 80R raf

corner combination

Cover: V41/29 navy


